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Officially

licensed

for

both

marriages and civil partnerships.
Andaz translates to “personal
style” in Hindi and whilst our
personal style is reflected through
the eccentric design of the hotel,
our dedicated wedding specialists
promise to help you craft an
experience that is entirely personal
to you and tells your wedding
story with romance and charm.
No two weddings are the same
and for that reason, we would love
to invite you for a personalised
show round. Please contact our
wedding specialist to arrange a
magical adventure together in
Wonderland!
Andaz Amsterdam Prinsengracht; beautifully
intimate and stylishly eccentric; located in the
picturesque heart of Amsterdam’s canals. The

Andaz Amsterdam Prinsengracht

unique flavours of Amsterdam are embedded in

Prinsengracht 587

our adventurous design concept with charm and

1016 HT Amsterdam

with truly personalized service, the stage is set

The Netherlands

for love. In his iconic design, world-renowned

T +31 (0)20 523 1234

designer Marcel Wanders celebrates Dutch

E amsaz-rfp@andaz.com

history and the creativity of our charming city,

amsterdam.prinsengracht.andaz.com

with a sprinkling of Alice in Wonderland magic.

#WonderlandWedding

Once Amsterdam’s public library, you will still
find the magic of storytelling around every corner.

The multi-functionality of Studio 1
with its connection to the Gallery,
a special Alice in Wonderland
inspired space with live cooking
station, allows guests to flow easily
from one scene to the next; from the
ceremony, through to reception and
dinner dance.
The Atelier, a hidden loft-like
sanctuary brought to life with
intriguing historical décor, a private
kitchenette, bar and lounge area,
presents an imaginative stage for
anything from a serene ceremony
for up to 60 guests, to an indulgent
banquet.
Something old, something new…
the Delft Blue Room deserves a
special mention with over 160 Delft
blue pieces adorning the shelves, a
mixture of traditional and bespoke
Marcel Wanders designs. The more
intimate settings of the gardenWhether arriving down the rabbit hole from the
Prinsengracht, or via the grand Keizersgracht
private entrance, take your pick from a variety of
venues. Weddings for up to 140 guests can unfold

IWonderland
elegantly in the magnificent Studio 1 overlooking

our secret garden. The unmissable stained-glass

found
myself in

niche even offers the perfect hideaway for a showstopping wedding cake.

facing Delft Blue Room, as well
as Studio 2 & Studio 3, offer a
perfect alternative location for those
memorable

wedding

moments,

whether a special dinner, a private
moment before walking down the
aisle, a morning-after brunch, or
even a creative space to amuse the
little ones. Every space can be set
and decorated according to your
wishes & personal style, offering a
blank canvas to your imagination
for this special day.

Eat
me
drink

me

From

exquisite

canapés,

to

impressive live stations and pictureperfect Bluespoon dishes, create
an entirely bespoke menu, or let
our chefs delight you and your
guests with a selection of their
most-loved signature dishes in the
Studio Menus.
At Bluespoon Bar, enjoy craft
cocktails

overlooking

the

Prinsengracht Canal and why
not let our Head Bartender, our
resident Mad Hatter, mix you
a

bespoke

cocktail

for

your

special day.
Our

talented

Pastry

Chef,

renowned for magnificent hand

In a wonderland

they

lie

crafted cakes, will design the perfect

Start married life as you wish to continue, in style and sophistication in one

centrepiece for your wedding, from

of 122 luxury-lifestyle design rooms & suites. Take it one step further in

three-tiered creations, to themed

the one-of-a-kind 145sqm Prinsengracht Suite, with the largest terrace in

masterpieces,

and

Amsterdam overlooking the picturesque canals. From romantic wedding

beyond. Ask about the famous

amenities, to a special room rate for guests, indulgent spa packages,

Candy

Store!

macaroons

tastings,

exquisite flowers, our favourite DJ and of course, the perfect photographer,

rehearsal dinners & morning-after

Menu

our Wedding Specialists will ensure every detail is well taken care of so you

brunches can also be arranged.

can enjoy that well-deserved beauty sleep.
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marriages and civil partnerships.
Andaz translates to “personal style”
in Hindi and whilst our personal
style is reflected through the
eccentric Marcel Wanders design
of the hotel, our dedicated wedding
specialists promise to help you craft
an experience entirely personal to
you, to tell your wedding story with
romance and charm.
No two weddings are the same and
we would love to invite you for a
personalised show round. Please
contact our wedding specialist to
begin your wonderland adventure!

Prinsengracht 587, 1016 HT Amsterdam
The Netherlands

T +31 (0)20 523 1234
E amsaz-rfp@andaz.com
amsterdamprinsengracht.andaz.hyatt.com
@andazams
#WonderlandWedding

Some of the beautiful photos at our venue were created with Angela Bloemsaat Photography, Myrthe Regelt Het, AP Bloem, La Bella Blanca & L’Atelier.
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